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netic calorimeter (EMC) will provide a sensitive trigger to study high pt jets and

hard photons in AuAu, PI:,, and PAU collisions. The capability for the EMC to
trigger on jets and direct photons was studied for trigger level O. Trigger efficien-
cies and expected process rates were obtained for pp reactions. Results from pp
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the sDin physics program. rhese studies were performed with the standard STAR..- .-
software chain which includes GEANT and EMC simulations.
generator was used to provide input for the simulations.

1 STAR

The HIJING event

The Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR) consists of a time projection chamber
(T’PC), ~i]icon vertcx tracker (’WT\. a. cent ra I t ri mwr barrel (CTFI). forward------- ,~ —,, —_---, ___ .. .~o -- ------- \– —_,, ___
time projection chamber (FTPC), an electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC), and
other d.et,ectOrs 1

The EMC is a lead-scintillator sampling calorimeter consisting of 21 layers
of lead and optically isolated plastic scintillator tiles. The EMC will have the
capability to measure high pt direct photons and jets, and global 13~(with the
TPC). Shown in Fig. 1 is a schematic of how the barrel EMC fits into the
STAR detector array.

The EMC barrel has 120 modules, with 60 modules in the @ direction in
each half of the barrel. Each of these modules has 40 towers, with 2 divisions in
@, and 20 divisions in n. The towers are projective in n, pointing back towards
the point of interaction. ‘The full barrel EMC covers -1.0< q < 1.0. Each
of the 4800 towers subtends (0.05, 0,05) in (A~, Aq5). A shower maximum
detector (SMD) is located at 5 radiation lengths from the front. The SMD
is useful for Y/To separation and for distinguishing between electromagnetic
and hadronic showers.

RHIC will collide beallns of Au+Au at & = 200 GeV, and lighter
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Figure 1. Schematic views of th~s STAR detector, from the side and end, showing the Barrel
EMC, and its divisions in q ancll ~, respectively.

species, including p+p ancl p+Au at 200 GeV and p+p at 500 GeV. STAR
will study the hot, dense m;itter formed in the Au+Au collisions. 2 By compar-
ing jets and photons in coincidence, evidence may be seen of a jet interacting
with a quark-gluon plasma, or other interesting dynamics. Also, the jet mea-
surements in p+p, p+ Au, and Au+Au can be compared to see if the jets have
the same quark and gluon distributions. RHIC will also have the capability
to produce polarized protons. The measurements of p + p ~ y + jet+ X and
P+P ~ jet+ jet+ X will b!) useful for the study of the gluon spin distribution
of the proton.

2 Event Simulation

The HIJING3 event generator was used to simulate p+p and p+Au at 200
GeV, as well aa p+p at 500 GeV with triggered hard processes. The high pt
jets and direct ys were prcduced in a “sweetspot” region (–0.7 < q < 0.7).
This restriction ensures th~t the complete jet signal will be detected in the
EMC. For a range of triggered p~ (5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5,20, 25,30 GeV/c),
1,000 jet and direct photon events were created. The principal background
to direct photons is high ,pt T*S in jets. Care was taken to simulate this
background properly becau~e a To decays into 2 high pt ~’s, producing a signal
similar to a direct photon. To address this problem in sufficient statistical
detail, we used a simplifiecll model of the EMC, and ran a fast simulation of
100,000 of each of the jet ]Jt events. Shown in Fig. 2 is a comparison of the
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2.1 Global event information

Global event measurements provide information on the reaction dynamics of
the collision. An understa]lding and control of the collision geometry is essen-
tial for studying the effects of a de-confined phase, the probability of formation
being strongly dependent on centrality and th[ size of the collision volume. The
TPC and FTPC will measure the do/dlVCha.:je~, the EMC patch will provide
the dcr/dEt and the ZDC d~/dEo. All these measurements should, in principle,
allow a determination of the impact parameter of the collision, Fig. 2a.
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Figure 2: a) The predicted glol>al variable distributions from Venus 4.122 Au-Au collisions
at ~ = 200A – GeV b) A an 1 K: reconstruction from 100 events in year 1 using STAR
TPC

2.2 Spectra and Strangeness

Measurements of charged-particle spectra (n+, K*, p, ~, d, ~, t, possibly
heavier nuclear and anti-nuclear fragments, e+, p and @ mesons) are made
possible by the high tracking efficiency and resolution of the TPC. The RICH
detector and TPC combined allow particle identification to be made across a
wide momentum range Table 1. There is much disagreement among models
about particle production rates, and STAR will be able to address these issues
very soon after the first RHIC collisions.
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Table 1: PI]> ranges for the TPC and RICH detectors

m%WWl%?l

From the rapidity and pt distributions of identified particles we can extract
information about the chemical and thermal freeze-out and flow. The net
baryon yield will tell us al)out the stopping in the collision.

Neutral strange particle reconstruction from 100 events (Fig. 2b) (a few
minutes data taking) allow us to identify K: and estimate the A yield. Thus in
the first year an extensive exploration of the I S 1= 1 particle production will
be performed. The FTPC will probe strangeness production at high rapidity.
Here again, a first comparison to models will be of great interest.

2.3 High pt

In contrast to the low-pt regime the high-pt region in RHIC collisions will
be dominated by products from the hard scattering of partons. The spectral
shapes above p~ N 2 GeV/c will provide information on pQCD issues such as
jet quenching, shadowing and the initial conditions of the fire ball 3.

Therefore, we_want tf~ measure spectra over a wide range of transverse
moment a and particle species. The EMC patch will be used to reconstruct
high-pt neutral particles via fi0 ~ ~-y and q -+ ~~. and the RICH will serve
similarly for charged particles. About 10 days of RHIC operation should supply
statistics for charged particles and about one month of data taking will provide
a low background rneamm :ment of the To production.

2.4 Particle Correlations

Particle correlations allow us to probe the freeze-out geometry and expansion
dynamics of the fire-ball. Within an hour of RHIC running STAR is capable
of performing 3-D 2 pion correlation measurements. By the end of the first
year STAR will no longer be statistics limited for the two particle proton and
charged kann correlation measurements.

2.5 Event-by-Event analysis

Event-by-Event analysis will be used to search for dynamical fluctuations that
are expected near the Qf ;D phase boundary and for alterations in the vac-
uum symmetries, such as chiral symmetry. Flow measurements will probe
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the nuclear equation of st;~te. In-medium effects on parton propagation and
fragmentation will be examined by measuring high pt correlations.

Event-wise global variable distributions give us initial information about
dynamical fluctuations in chemical and kinetic equilibrium, while scaled topo-
logical analysis will provid( ? a more general search for event-wise variations in
momentum space.

2.6 Peripheral Collisions

The peripheral-collision pl ogram utilizes colliding nuclei as sources of fields.
We aim to look at -y-yintel:actions with high luminosity, such as ~-y -+ e+e-,

P+ P-, f2 (1270) ,mesons ~LndPOPO- It is estimated that = 33K -fa will be
recorded in the first year zlnd w 600 p“po. This program will also investigate

7 – Pomerm -+ p, 0, J/$, q“ and ~“.

3 Year 2 and beyond

During the summer shut d(~wnof 2000, STAR will be upgraded by the addition
of the second FTPC, the Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT) and the Silicon Strip
Detector (SSD), alsG more of the EMC will be added.

The improvement in the reconstruction efficiency of the decay particles,
due to the inclusion of th(: SVT and SSD, means that STAR will be able to
make I S I> 1 particle me;umrements and perform @ @’ (and possibly AA)
correlation studies.

As well as continuing to study Au-Au collisions, STAR will embark upon
a systematic study of relativistic heavy ion collisions over a broad range of
collision energies and bear species. The pp collision and spin physics program
will also be started in the second year.
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